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The Collisions Into DustExperiment-2(COLLIDE-2) wasthe secondflight of the

COLLIDE payload.The payloadperformssix low-velocity impactexperimentsto study

the collisions thatareprevalentin planetaryring systemsandin theearly stagesof planet

formation.Eachimpactexperimentis into atargetof granularmaterial,andtheimpacts

occurat speedsbetween1and 100cm/sin microgravityandin avacuum.The

experimentsarerecordedon digital videotapewhich is lateranalyzed.
.. .

During the period of performance a plan was developed to address some of the

technical issues that prevented the first flight of COLLIDE from being a complete

success, and also to maximize the scientific return based on the science results from the

first flight. The experiment was modified following a series of reviews of the design plan,
The data from the experiment show that the primary goal of identifying transition

and underwent extensive testing. Following a brief period of storage, the experiment flew
regimes for low-velocity impacts based on cratering versus accretion was achieved.

as a Hitchhiker payload on the MACH-1 Hitchhiker bridge on STS-108 in December
These data have been analyzed and submitted for publication. That manuscript is attached

2001. The experiment was retrieved in January 2002, and all six impact experiments
to this report. Preliminary results were reported at the Lunar and Planetary Science

functioned nominally.
Conference (Colwell and Mellon, 2002) and at the Sixth Microgravity Fluid Physics and

Transport Phenomena Conference (Colwell et al., 2002). The experiment parameters are
Table 1" Experimental Parameters

summarized in Table 1, and the results are summarized in Table 2.
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IBS

Parameter

Measured Impact Speed
(,',m lc

Projectile mass (g)

Target material

Target bulk density
( cr lr,.m 3"_

Target void ratio

Target porosity

Target Relative Density

110_+10

10.71

Quartz

Sand

3.60_+0.1

9.64

Quartz

Sand

1.29_+0.01

10.29

Quartz

Sand
1.49

0.78

0.44

0.07

1.53

0.73

0.42

0.23

1.50

0.77

0.43

0.12

81_+10

8.66

Quartz
q2 .qn,-t

1.52

0.74

0.43

0.18

12.2_+0.1

8.98

JSC-1

1.25

1.32

0.57

N/M

i

6

28+2

10.62

Quartz

Sand
1.49

0.78

0.44

0.09

The density of the projectiles is 2.65 g/cm 3. Both target materials were sieved to particle

size ranges of 75-250 microns. The void ratio for the JSC-1 target exceeds the nominal

maximum value for JSC-1 because all particles smaller than 75 microns were removed.

These small particles would normally fill void spaces leading to a lower porosity. For this

reason the relative density of the JSC-1 target is not measured (N/M). Uncertainties in

impact speed are based on uncertainty in measuring impactor position. This is controlled

...

by pixel size at the slowest speeds and image smear at the fastest speeds.



Table2"ExperimentSummary

IBS Impact Speed(cm/s) ReboundSpeed
(era/s)

_n Crater Maximum

Diameter Ejecta

(cm) Velocity
i

6_+2 (__+])

0 0

0 0

N/M 16_+1

0 1.5_+0.2

X Y X Y
i

1 110_+10 0_+2 1.10 0.85 0.01

2 0.01+0.01 3.62___0.04 0 0 0

3 1.29_+0.01 0.14_+0.04 0 0 0

4 81_+ 10 0___2 . 1.2 0.67 0.015
5 0.12_+0.06 12. ] 5+0.1 . 0 0 0

6 24,9_+2 2.4+ 1 0.50 0.32 0.02 4_+2 3_+1

Notes- Speed uncertainties are the higher of the formal 1-sigma uncertainty in the fit to

the trajectory data or the uncertainty introduced by smear in the image, e, is the ratio of

the normal component of the rebound velocity to the normal component of the impact

velocity. Movement out of the X-Y plane was not measured. N/M - Not measured.

Crater diameters of 0 represent impacts where the impactor embedded itself in the target

without creating a detectable larger displacement of target material.

We found that our 2-cm impactors rebounded at 28 cm/s and stuck at 12 cm/s,

while on the first flight of COLLIDE impactors at 17 cm/s into denser targets also

rebounded. Although the coefficients of restitution are low (1-2%), these velocities are

still above the negligible gravitational escape velocity of a 1 meter or even 10 meter

planetesimal. At larger sizes, however, the weak gravity of the planetesimal may be

COLLIDE-2 results suggest that interparticle collisions in planetary rings may not
enough to turn around impactors that rebound slowly off a regolith-covered surface. If

be an important source for dust in the rings unless the ring is gravitationally perturbed so

growth to these sizes involves collisions between aggregates, then the impactor might
that impact speeds are several 10' s of cm/s. Our results also suggest that collisional

break into smaller particles which are subject to an aerodynamic growth mechanism

accretion of planetesimals is problematic at large colllision velocities, and that either

(Wurm et al., 2001) rather than rebounding as a single object.

gravitational instabilities or aerodynamic growth mechanisms are necessary, or that

typical collision velocities are less than a few m/s until planetesimals are large enough for
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We present the results of the second flight of the Collisions Into Dust

Experiment (COLLIDE-2), a space shuttle payload that performs six impact

experiments into simulated planetary regolith at speeds between 1 cm/s and 100

cm/s. COLLIDE-2 flew on the STS-108 mission in December 2001 following an

initial flight in April 1998 (Colwell and Taylor, 1999). The experiment was modified

since the first flight to provide higher quality data and the impact parameters were

varied. Spherical quartz projectiles were launched into quartz sand and JSC-1

lunar regolith simulant. At impact speeds below -20 cm/s the projectile embedded

itself in the target material and did not rebound. Some ejecta was produced at lower

speeds. At higher speeds the projectile rebounded and significant ejecta was

produced. We present coefficients of restitution, ejecta velocities, and limits on

ejecta masses. Ejecta velocities are typically less than 10% of the impact velocity,

and the fraction of impact kinetic energy partitioned into ejecta kinetic energy is

also less than 10%. Taken together with a proposed aerodynamic planetesimal

growth mechanism (Wurm et al., 2001a), these results support planetesimal growth

at impact speeds above the nominal observed threshhold of about 20 cm/s.

Key words" Planetary rings; planetesimals; experimental techniques; dust; collisions.



1. Introduction

Observations of dust in the ring systems of each of the giant planets suggest a

continuing supply of dust liberated from the surfaces of larger "parent" ring particles (e.g.

Cuzzi and Burns, 1988; Colwell and Esposito, 1990a; de Pater et al., 1999).

Micrometeoroid bombardment of these parent objects provides one component of the

dust source, but interparticle collisions may release a significant fraction as well (Colwell

and Esposito 1990a, 1990b). Ring particles are likely coated with small particles

reaccreted from the micrometeoroid ejecta (e.g. Cuzzi and Durisen 1990). Interparticle

collision speeds in optically thick planetary rings have been collisionally damped,

typically to speeds much less than 1 m/s. However, the small masses of ring particles

makes gravity negligible in determining the fate of dust on the surfaces of these particles,

even in very slow collisions. In addition to being a source of dust for dust rings, the

coating of small particles on the surfaces of larger ring particles acts as an efficient shock

Similar types of collisions likeIy played an important role in the early stages of

absorber that damps random velocities excited, for example, by gravitational
planetesimal growth. These collisions likely occurred at relative velocities from a few

_s 0_ _s }Sorvery _l_e_ent-slze_ particn_es _ 10sI;tur ati n from n a or emb dded oo Swn to ' of cm/sec for a 1 cm object

colliding with a 10 cm object, either a laminar or turbulent nebula (Weidenschilling and

Cuzzi 1993). Velocities less than 1 m/s are significantly higher than escape velocities for

centimeter-to-meter size particles, and so collisions must have been highly inelastic in

order for growth to proceed. Dusty regoliths covering particles may have helped to



dissipatecollisional energy,reducingtherate of masslossduringcollisionsand

promoting accretionalgrowth of largerbodies. However,if theparticlesconsistof

unconsolidateddust,thenevenat low velocitiestheseaggregatesmay fragmentandnet

erosionrather thanaccretioncouldoccur.Blum andWurm (2000),Wurm andBlum

(1998),Blum et al. (2000),andPoppeet al. (2000) haveexperimentallystudiedthe

collisional growth of aggregatesof dust.Wurm etal. (200la, 200lb) havelookedat the

growth anderosionof dustaggregatesin thepresenceof nebulargasdragongrains.The

latter showedthat evenif smallparticlesareliberatedin acollision, theymayquicldy

becomeentrainedin the gasof theprotoplanetarynebulaandreturnedto thesurfaceof

the largerobject andreaccrete.Theamountof ejectaproducedin suchcollisions,andthe

velocities of theresultingejecta,arepoorly understood.

The effectsof surfaceproperties,including frost anddust,on thecoefficient of

restitution in low velocity collisionshavebeenexperimentallystudiedby Bridgeset al.

(1984),Hatzeset al. (1988), Supulveret al. (1995),andDilley andCrawford(1996)

usinghard iceparticlesandpendulumsto achieveimpactvelocitieslessthan1cm/s,

typical of planetaryring particle impactvelocities (e.g.Esposito,1993). Hatzeset al.

(1988)usedfrostedice impactorssuchasmight be found in planetaryrings,but therewas

nounconsolidatedregolith. Hartmann(1978)measuredcoefficientof restitutionasa

function of regolith thickmessfor normalimpactsinto granularmaterialat 1g

acceleration.Hartmann(1985)performedimpactexperimentsat speedsaslow as5.3 m/s

into granularmaterialandreportedon theproductionof ejecta.Colwell andTaylor

(1999;Paper1hereafter)reportedon thefirst resultsfrom themicrogravity experiment

describedhere,which werethefirst to studyejectaproductionat speedsbelow 1m/s. In



this paperwe describetheresultsfrom the secondflight of the Collisions Into Dust

Experiment(COLLIDE-2) andits implicationsfor theearly stagesof planetesimal

formation anddustproduction in planetaryrings.

In thenext sectionwe describetheexperimentalprocedure,andin sectionIII we

presentresultsfrom the flight data.We concludewith a discussionof the implicationsof

theresultson planetaryring andprotoplanetarydiskdynamics.

I. Experimental Procedure

In order to study low-velocity collisions into a dust-covered surface such as occur

between small particles in space, a microgravity environment is necessary. COLLIDE

first flew on the space shuttle as a Get Away Special (GAS) payload on STS-95 in April

1998 (Paper 1). The basic configuration of the experiment for the COLLIDE-2 flight is
unchanged from that described in Paper 1. Here we summarize the experiment
configuration and describe those changes to the experiment that were made to ensure

proper functioning. A concurrent set of ground-based experiments has been performed
for comparison with COLLIDE (Colwell and Mellon, 2002), and a series of reduced-

gravity experiments on the NASA KC-135 reduced gravity aircraft is underway (Colwell
et al., 2002).

COLLIDE-2 is a self-contained autonomous payload that was part of the MACH-

1 Hitchhiker bridge on space shuttle Endeavour mission STS-108. The experiment

performs six independent impacts at normal incidence angle into a bed of granular

material. Each impact takes place in a self-contained and independent Impactor Box

System (IBS). The impacts are recorded on two digital video tapes recorded by digital

video camcorders inside the experiment. The experiment container was evacuated and

sealed prior to launch. The camcorders are in two sealed containers at 1 atmosphere of
re Abaroswitch on the exterior of the container turned on the experiment electronicsp ssure toprovme a normm operann_ envtronment.

within the first minute of the launch. The experiment program follows a 14-hour software

timer before beginning execution of the experiment during a crew sleep period to

minimize accelerations. Two data loggers were flown to provide verification of

experiment operation and timing. A temperature data logger with four temperature

sensors recorded increases in temperatures as voltage regulators turned on during

execution of the experiment. A light-sensitive data logger was positioned to detect the

lights inside IBS 3. This provided another indication of the timing of the experiment for

correlat_ewith telemetric on the _nar'e,-ah4attle,attit_ de, c _tr, v,_t-_ whiah .or mte-r 1aaan-cnecr-ffi_2r_a _'U a-c-olT rJ ecr_JmO_r° z ;-_t] _ ._-r_ ['11_12 experiment

o,,._._,_;,_;.,_t_h_ttrs_t_t_ya _o _,_._,__ _,., _,,_,:.___tttee_et_th26_ff_ffi_N_rgp_hdtt _i%a_ur__er.s. This is a change from the

first flight of COLLIDE to counter camera recording problems the first time the cameras



were used.The sealedcontainersfor thecameraswereredesignedto preventarecurrence
of the leakson the first flight. Onecameracontainerexperiencedpartial leakingon
COLLIDE-2, howeverbothcamerasfunctionedproperly.The ambientpressurein the
experimentcanisterwas lessthan10torr.

Temperatureincreaseswereobservedin the dataloggerrecordsfrom the
temperaturesensorsmountednearthevoltageregulatorscontrolling thecameras.The
temperaturedataindicateanexperimentstarttime of 12:21:00UTC onDecember6,
2001. Thetiming of eachimpactexperimentis controlledby theexperimentsoftwareand
is determinedfrom theexperimentstarttime. Thefinal impactexperimentwasfinishedat
12:50:00UTC. Comparisonof theexperimentimpacttimeswith datafrom thespace
shuttleorbiter's ReactionControlSystemfiring timesshowedthat no thrusterfirings
occurredduring theimpacts.Video dataalsoshowno indicationsof anyresidual
accelerations.Datawerereturnedon thetwo digital videotapesandretrievedfor analysis
from theexperimentin January2002.

Two different targetmaterialswereusedon COLLIDE-2- silica (quartz)sandand
JSC-1lunarregolith simulant.Bothsampleswereseivedto a sizedistribution between75
and246 _m. Thesilica particlesareroundedin shapewhile theJSC-1particlesare
angular(Figure 1).Averagegrainsizefor the silicaparticlesis 220_m, while the average
sizefor unsievedJSC-1is about100_m. JSC-1is aglass-richbasalticashwhich has
similar chemicalcomposition,mineralogy,particlesizedistribution,andengineering
propertiesto lunarmareregolith (McKay et al. 1994). Theinternalangleof friction of
JSC-1is 45 degrees,while for the silicasandit is 34degrees.Although bothof these
numbersdependon the confiningpressure,thedifferencereflectstheroundershapeof
thesandparticlesmaking themlessableto sustaina steepslope.For the impact
experimentsdescribedhere,thismeansthattheparticlesin the sandtargetsaremore free
to roll acrosseachotherin responsetoan impactwhile JSC-1particlesbehavemore like
interlocking gears.

Minimal filling of thetargettraysunder 1Earthgravity correspondsto arelative
density,Dr - 0, whererelativedensityis definedby

D - e -e
r -- max • (1)

ema x _ emi n

A relative density of 1 corresponds to the density of the material achieved following

vibration with a compressive force on the material. The material constants em_xand en_n

are determined experimentally by measuring void ratios of the material following

compression and vibration (en_n) and with no load applied (em_). The void ratio, e, is the

volume of voids divided by the volume otC-N_ids, ,

Pd

where G_ is the specific gravity of the material, Pw is the density of water, and Pd is the

bulk density of the sample. The void ratio is related to the porosity, n, by n=e/(1 +e). For



JSC-1,Gs=2.9,em_x-1.028,anden_n=0.585. For thesilicaparticles,Gs=2.65, emax=0.805,

and en_n =0.486. On COLLIDE-2 each IBS was filled as closely as possible to a relative

density of 0, by not using any shaking or compression of the samples, and not overfilling

the target tray volumes. The main uncertainty in this value is in the actual free volume

available to the target material because of the presence of flexible materials within the

target tray designed to prevent jamming of the target tray door mechanism. Because all

the samples are subjected to two minutes of extreme vibration during launch of the

shuttle there is the possibility of settling and an increase of the relative density. We tested

the response of our samples to vibration on the ground and found that there was no

significant compression of the quartz sand due to vibration alone, and removing the

particles small than 75 _m significantly reduced the settling of the JSC-1 seen in the first

flight of COLLIDE.

Another possible consequence of the launch vibration is leaking of the target

grains into the door mechanism. Two of the six IBS target tray doors jammed on the first

flight (paper 1), so a new system of particle barriers was designed for COLLIDE-2. This

involved a vacuum grease seal along the inside boundary of the target tray door which

reduced the volume of the trays by about 1 cm 3 compared to a total volume of 229 cm 3.

The uncertainty in the target mass is less than 1 gm out of approximately 300 gm, so the

uncertainty in the bulk density is less than 1 per cent. Each target tray door functioned

properly on COLLIDE-2. The bulk densities, void ratios, and porosities for each IBS are

included in Table 1 along with measured impact pm'ameters. For comparison, the porosity

of the top 1 cm of lunar regolith is 0.59, corresponding to a bulk density of 1.4 g/cm 3 ,

based on interpretation of microwave observations during a lunar eclipse (Sandor and

Clancy 1995).

Table 3" Experimental Parameters



IBS

Parameter

Measured Impact Speed

(cm]s)
Projectile mass (g)

Target material

'l'arget bulk density
(cr/,-.m3

Target void ratio

Target porosity

Tar et Relative Densit

1

110_+10

10.71

Quartz

Sand
1.49

0.78

0.44

2

3.60_+0.1

9.64

Quartz

Sand
1.53

0.73

0.42

0.23

3

10.29

Quartz

Sand
1.50

0.77

0.43

0.12

4

81+10

8.66

Quartz

Sand
1.52

0.74

0.43

0.18

5

12.2_+0.1

8.98

JSC-1

1.25

1.32

0.57

N/M

The density of the projectiles is 2.65 g/cm3. Both target materials were sieved to particle

size ranges of 75-250 microns. The void ratio for the JSC-1 target exceeds the nominal

maximum value for JSC-1 because all particles smaller than 75 microns were removed.

These small particles would normally fill void spaces leading to a lower porosity. For this

reason the relative density of the JSC-1 target is not measured (N/M). Uncertainties in

impact speed are based on uncertainty in measuring impactor position. This is controlled

by pixel size at the slowest speeds and image smear at the fastest speeds.
The geometry of the impacts, the camera views, and the sequence of operation of

the experiment are the same as described in paper 1. The only change to the experiment

sequence was the addition of camera warm-up periods prior to running the experiment.
The experiment was powered by its internal set of 24 D-cell alkaline batteries in three
redundant parallel stacks of 8 cells.

l. Experimental Results

6

28_+2

10.62

Quartz

Sand
1.49

0.78

0.44

0.09

A. Overview

Except for the data logger temperature and light sensor engineering data

mentioned above, all COLLIDE-2 data are contained on two digital videotapes recorded

by the onboard camcorders. Because each camcorder has a fixed orientation and views

three IBSs at the opposite end of the experiment simultaneously, each IBS only fills

about one-sixth of the camcorder field of view. The data are therefore at low spatial

resolution, and the target silica and JSC-1 grains are sub-pixel. An example frame from



IBS 1is shownin Figure 2 with aschematicidentifying elementsin the scene.The

objectivesfor COLLIDE-2 were(i) to identify thetransitionbetweenimpactsthat

producesignificantejecta(erosionalimpacts)andthosethatdonot produceejecta

(accretionalimpacts),(ii) to measurecoefficientsof restitutionfor impactsinto regolithat

low impact velocities, (iii) to measurethevelocity of ejectaproducedin the impact,and

(iv) to constraintheejectamass.Therangeof impactvelocitieswaschosento spanthe

likely transitionregimebasedonresultsfrom COLLIDE andground-basedimpact

experimentsat 1m/sandhigherspeeds.

All six IBSsoperatednominally,andTable2 summarizestheoutcomesof each

impactexperiment.The experimentsuccessfullymettheprimary objectiveof bracketing

thetransition betweenerosionalandaccretionalimpactswhich,for thematerialsand

impactor sizesstudiedhere,occursat animpactspeedof about10-20cm/s.We werealso

ableto measurenormalcoefficientsof restitution,_n- Vn/Vi, where v_ is the normal

component of the rebound velocity, v_ is the impact velocity. Tangential coefficients of

restitution were not measured, however, because in those impacts where the projectile

rebounded, fiduciary marks on the projectiles were not visible for tracking rotation due to

interference from ejecta particles. In two of the six impact experiments no ejecta was

produced. In three of the remaining four the ejecta curtain was optically thick and

because the particles are sub-pixel scale, only a gross characterization of ejecta velocities

was possible. In the final impact, individual ejecta particles were tracked providing a



direct measureof ejectavelocities.Thedetailsof theejectavelocity analysisarebelow.

Ejectamassescannotbemeasureddirectlybecausesometargetparticlesarereleased

from the targetafter the impactby theclosingof thetargettray door.In addition, static

charging of the targetsurfaceprior to theimpactby theopeningof thetargettray door

resulted in someparticles leavingthesurfaceprior to theimpact.An upperlimit on

ejectamasscanbeplacedfrom theamountof targetmaterialrecoveredfrom thetarget

tray, but moremeaningfulestimatesarearrivedat from comparisonof thevideo data

with video datafrom ground-basedexperimentswith measuredejectamasses.

Projectilevelocitiesbeforeandafterimpactwereobtainedby measuringthe

changein positionof theprojectile fromoneframeto thenextof thedigital videotape.

The framerateis 29.97 framespersecond,sotheuncertaintyin speedsis larger athigher

speeds.Trackingdata indicatingthetrajectoryfor theprojectile from IBS 1after impact

areshownin Figure 3. Thechangein directionis theresultof a collision with the side

wall of theIBS. The scatterin pointsis primarily a resultof theprojectilemoving less

thanonepixel per frame.Projectile trajectoriesweretrackedmanuallyusingSpotlight

tracking softwareprovidedby NASA GlennResearchCenter.Velocitiesaremeasured

from tracking datalike thatshownin Figure4 for theprojectilein IBS 2 prior to impact.

Table4:ExperimentSummary



x , Jw___
_ 1 110__.10 0_+2 1.10 0.85 0.01

0.01+_0.01

1.29+0.01

81_+10

O. 12+0.06

24.9_+2

2

3

4

5

6

Crater Maximum

Diametc, _j_cLa

(cm) Velocity

6_+2

3.62_+0.04

0.14_+0.04

0_+2

12.15_+0.1

2.4_+1

0

0

1.2

0

0.50

0

0
0.67

0

0.32

0

0

0.015

• 0

0.02

0

0

N/M

0

4+_2

0

0

1621

1.5+0.2

3+1

Notes" Speed uncertainties are the higher of the formal 1-sigma uncertainty in the fit to

the trajectory data or the uncertainty introduced by smear in the image. G is the ratio of

the normal component of the rebound velocity to the normal component of the impact

velocity. Movement out of the X-Y plane was not measured. N/M - Not measured.

Crater diameters of 0 represent impacts where the impactor embedded itself in the target

without creating a detectable larger displacement of target material. See text for details on

ejecta velocities.
B. Coefficient of Restitution.

Bridges et al. (1984) and Hatzes et al. (1988) performed impact experiments with

frosted and unfrosted ice spheres at velocities less than 1 cm/s and found a relationship

between coefficient of restitution and impact speed. Dilley (1993) examined the

functional dependence of the coefficient of restitution on particle size and mass, and

Dilley and Crawford (1996) performed ice impact experiments at 1 cm/s with different

C. Ejecta Velocities.

impactoTtm_i_sq_ac_fe5 4n_.J_199/5)ap_ffgrn/eqb_ttaad_tmtt_i_ of ice

s {_rpal_i_ sa_br:ikk t_ ihfliezfidn_d ttymoankdch n_tmcgp_ e__ am¢ kffclrestttmismne

Iaaalya_-_tt Ihw qg£oj._tli__f_teta_e de_i'timpna_ _._NOeOI_fiblticml_hot,r,g__me

ej_mlmparttdNC,ale_e tfgckT_,dau_t_ ann_t(cpapeic lt)ra_ittg_luge o6_t_NNgetsatrking

__Ia_FE_t]3__n_hmtvlactieI'_fkz_Qtst_-lO+x__r _mi_,Ne_t__a_y_thncbtt_tyoa_:t

obsa_;_fl_t_dr_reg_gvltihurp__ tm_t of light markings on the background.



Particleswerethereforeonly trackedoverpartsof their trajectories,andmanualtracking

wasusedwhenthe automatictrackingcouldnot lock ontoparticlesconsistently.Figure 5

showsthetrajectoriesof 26particlesfrom theimpact in IBS 5. We estimatethat this

representsapproximatelyonehalf of all theejectaparticlesandclumpsreleasedin the

impact. Full samplingof ejectatrajectorieswasnot possiblebecausesomeparticlesare

too faint to be reliably trackedagainstthebackground,eitherbecauseof small size,a

path that lay consistentlyin front of oneof thebright backgroundmarkings,or apath in

front of or behindthe projectile.37particlesweretrackedandlateranalysisshowedthat

only 26 of thesewereunique.Thelast 8particlesselectedfor trackingwereduplicatesof

previousparticles,sowebelieveall particlesthatcouldbe reliably trackedhavebeen

tracked.

Figure 6 showstheX andY componentsof themeasuredejectaspeeds,Vx and

Vy. The componentof thevelocity out of thecameraplanewasnotmeasured.The

relative lack of particleswith smallVy is aselectioneffect: the impactwas in theY

direction, andparticleswith smallVy were too close to the target surface, where the

background was bright and cluttered by loose particles, for tracking. 24 of the 26 particles

had Vx<Vy, consistent with a simple ejecta cone model with a cone opening angle of 45

degrees or less, where smaller Vx corresponds to larger Vz, which could not be measured.

The distribution of ejecta velocities measured from the X and Y components is shown in

Figure 7; in the simple ejecta cone model the total ejecta velocity is simply VJcos_.



Making this assumptionresultsin anejectavelocity distribution similar to that for theX

andY componentsalone"mostparticles'velocitiesarebetween0.3and0.8cm/s.

In the threeremainingexperimentsin which ejectawasproducedon impact, we

havemeasuredthevelocitiesof theejectacurtainsbut not individual particles.The

schematicin Figure 2 showsfive componentsof the ejectacurtain for IBS 1.For this

impactat 110cm/s, theejectaboundaryvelocitiesindicateamaximumejectavelocity of

-10_+1cm/s,andthevelocitiesof eachmeasuredboundaryaregivenin Figure 2. The

speedof thecenterof theejectacurtain(VA- 7.2_+0.2cm/s)is theprojectedspeedin the

imageplane,while the speedsalongthediagonaltracks(VuandVc) havenoprojection

effect.A coneopeningangleof 45degreescorrespondsto a full speedat thecenterof the

ejectacurtainof V-VA/COS(71;/4)= 10.2 cm/s, compared with the values for V B and Vc of

8.7 and 11.1 cm/s, respectively.

The impact in IBS 4 at 81 cm/s resulted in slightly higher maximum ejecta

velocities of 16 cm/s. That impact produced discrete rays of ejecta in the curtain. The

trajectories of tracked points on the ejecta curtain along with the velocities (in the plane

of the image) are shown in Figure 8. The target in IBS 4 was slightly more dense than the

target in IBS 1, but there is insufficient data to conclusively link that to the higher ejecta

speeds. The impact in IBS 6 at 25 cm/s produced a cloud of ejecta that was too dense for

individual particle tracking but not as symmetric or with as clearly identifiable ejecta

curtain boundaries as in IBS 1 and IBS 4. The projectile struck the surface at a slightly



oblique angle (Table2) resultingin anasymmetricdistributionof ejecta(Figure9). We

trackedsevenpoints alongthe ejectaboundaryusingbothmanualandautomatictracking

resulting in ejectavelocitiesof 1.5to 3.5cm/s.Roughly,theresultsfrom the four impacts

that producedmeasurableejectaindicateamaximumejectaspeedof 10-15%of the

impactor speed.

D. Ejecta Mass

Direct measurement of the ejecta mass could only be achieved by comparing the

target mass in the target tray before and after the flight. Some particles were lifted off the

target surface prior to impact by electrostatic forces, and the target.tray doors did not

completely reseal the target tray after impact. Therefore the measured amount of

remaining target material only provides a rough upper limit on the ejecta mass.

Comparisons with the video data show that even in the case where clearly no impact

ejecta W__eOt_UC_ct__ _ amount of material that left the target traz.due to these two .
target had a s_gmtxcantly tngher po_roslty than the quartz sand

effects w.as over 40 _m. For comDar.ison, assumin_that all.the kinetic energy_ of_the
targets, the more angular nature 0t the grams may_hav_ rectucecl the amounY ot tlow in the

agtor went into M_etic energy of.the ejecta provides uDDer limits on the.ejecta mass
arget m response to me impact and therefore reduced the'alnount ot ejecta lll3erate6 trom

betwee 110 nd 5 ! tn whl_l__Jel'_:j_l'i I 1_ "_t__the surface. _oun_-(__sed experiments at 1-_.3 __s a_ve shown t_at thee'ieCtaslzemaSseS"dlStrlbutlonFOr

The impact experiments described here are in the same velocity and gravity
the.two fastest imnacts the results indicate that at most 15 % of the available kinetic
anct angularity ot the target _ram_ plav.s an _mnortant role in the.amoum ot mecta
regime--as many lmpactsqn planetary nngs anct protoplanetary disk envlronrr/ents.

ene_v w.as._Dartitioned irtto..eiec_ta kinetic energy. Given that we observe a sianificant loss
Ig_, (_'____t)as direct simulations of those collisionKbecause we

f ate1

_ngoing ground-based and airplane-based experiments, we can begin to draw some

general conclusions about the behavior of small particles in microgravity collisions and



Colwell andEsposito(1990a,1990b)modeledtheproductionof dust in thering

systemsof UranusandNeptunefrom a combinationof micrometeoroidbombardmentof

macroscopicring particlesandmoonletsandcollisionsbetweenring particles.For dust

production from ring particlestheir nominal modelproducedroughly two thirdsof the

observeddust from interparticlecollisions andonethird from micrometeoroidejecta

(Colwell andEsposito,1990a(CE90),their TableII). In theabsenceof appropriate

experimentaldatathey usedthesamemodel for ejectamassfor high velocity andlow

velocity collisions. This modelpredicts 10-3 gm of ejecta for impacts like those in IBSs 1

and 4 on COLLIDE-2, and less for the lower velocity impacts but with no lower cutoff.

The collisions in COLLIDE-2 produced far more ejecta at 100 cm/s than the CE90 model

predicts, however that model also predicts significant ejecta at 10 cm/s if the masses of

Experimental studies of the collisional accretion in the early stages of

the colliding objects are large. The COLLIDE-2 data reported here only show a variation
planetesimal growth have shown that micron-sized grains can stick at impact speeds

in impact speed, so further experiments are needed to learn the effects of impactor size

below about 1.1 m/s (Poppe et al., 2000), and that entrainment of rebounding dust can

and mass. Extrapolating the COLLIDE-2 results to the Uranus moonlet belt size regime

result in net growth at collision speeds as much as 10 times higher than that (Wurm et al.,

suggests that collision velocities are slightly higher than the 10 cm/s used by CE90, or
2001 b). Our experiments use significantly larger particles (mean particle size of 150 m

that most of the dust is generated by micrometeroid impacts rather than interparticle-
compared to l_m for the aggregation experiments), and consequently surface forces such

collisions. The latter can be accomplished by making the size distribution of the moonlets

as the van der Waals force are less effective. Particle sticking from electrostatic dipole
steeper or the optical depth higher so that more surface area is exposed to the

charge distribution (Marshall 1998) may be important in suppressing ejecta at the lower

micrometeroids. The observational constraints are not strong enough to rule out either
impact speeds. We observe a threshhold velocity of about 20 cm/s between erosive and

hypothesis, and the extrapolation of COLLIDE-2 results to much larger impactors must
sticking impacts (significant ejecta and impactor rebound at 25 cm/s, and little ejecta with
be considered speculative until more data are collected.

no rebound at 12 cm/s). This is far lower than what might be inferred from the amount of

ejecta produced in ground-based impact experiments (e.g. Hartmann 1985,

Weidenschilling and Davis, 1988) which Suggest a threshhold of about 10 m/s. The ejecta



velocitiesarelow enough,however,thatthe aerodynamicgrowth mechanismof Wurm et

al. (2001b) could makeeventhe 1m/s impactsin COLLIDE-2 leadto growth ratherthan

erosion.In this model, smallparticlesliberatedin an impactare returnedto thetarget

surfaceafterbecomingentrainedin thenebulargas.Thismechanismworksaslong asthe

ejectaaresmall enoughto allow rapidcouplingto thegasandthegrowing planetesimal

is largeenoughto bedecoupledfrom it. This threshholdmustalsodependonother

parametersnot varied in the COLLIDE-2 experiment,suchasimpactor strength,target

size,andimpactor size.Furtherexperimentsareplannedandunderwayto investigatethe

effectsof varyingtheseparameters(e.g.Colwell andMellon 2002,Colwell et al. 2002).

Wefound that our2-cm impactorsreboundedat 28cm/sandstuckat 12cm/s,

while on thefirst flight of COLLIDE impactorsat 17cm/sinto densertargetsalso

rebounded.Although thecoefficientsof restitutionarelow (1-2%), thesevelocitiesare

still abovethenegligible gravitationalescapevelocity of a 1meteror even10meter

planetesimal.At largersizes,however,theweak gravityof theplanetesimalmay be

enoughto mm around impactorsthatreboundslowly off a regolith-coveredsurface.If

growth to thesesizesinvolvescollisionsbetweenaggregates,then theimpactormight

break into smallerparticleswhich aresubjectto theaerodynamicgrowthmechanism
Acknowledgments" Thisresearchwassupportedby NASA. Technicalsupportfrom
rather thanreboundingasa singleobject.Weplan furtherexperimentsto studyimpacts
NASA's ShuttleSmall PayloadsProgramoffice, GlennResearchCenter,Brian Motil,
of dustaggregatesinto regolith whichwouldhelp answerthis question.If, on the other
Monica Hoffmann, andtheKennedySpaceCenteris gratefullyacknowledged.This
hand,thesmallparticleshaveformedbondsthroughsinteringthat aretoo strongto break
paperbenefittedfrom discussionswith Larry Esposito,Mihfily Horfinyi, GlenStewart,
in theseslow collisions, thenwe havea20cm/smaximumimpact velocity for
SteinSture,andGerhardWurm.
planetesimalgrowth to occurin themetersizerange.At ! AU, this randomve!oci_

correspondsto a disk scaleheightof only _103 kill.
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Figure 1" Photographs of JSC-1 particles (left) and silica quartz sand (right) used as target

materials in COLLIDE-2. The scale bar is 100 microns long.
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Figure 2" Still frame from IBS 1 0.3 seconds after impact and schematic of the image

frame. The target surface is vertical at right, and the projectile motion was horizontally

from the left. An image of the projectile on the target surface is visible in the mirror at

left. Lettered arrows indicate the points on the ejecta curtain that were tracked for this

IBS. Similar points on the ejecta curtains of IBS 4 and IBS 6 were tracked. Measured

velocities of each point: V A = 7.2_+0.2 cm/s; V_ = 8.7+0.3 cm/s; Vc - 11.1+0.4 cm/s; VD =

1.7+__0.1 cm/s; Vz - 2.7__+0.1 cm/s.



IBS I: ProiecUle Rebound, Manual Tracking
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Figure 3" Trajectory in the plane of the video data of the projectile in IBS 1 after impact

onto the target surface. Projectile positions were manually tracked twice and both sets of

tracking data are shown (diamonds and asterisks). Time moves from right to left on this

trajectory, and the change in direction at X= 12 is due to the projectile bouncing off the

IBS wall. The data at X>12 were used to determine the rebound speed from the target

surface. The scale is about 13 pixels/cm in the X direction and 14 pixels/cm in the Y

direction.
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Figure 4: Position as a function of time for the projectile in IBS 2, with the best linear fit

and derived impact speed. Individual projectile positions were manually selected.
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1 f'] _ 1 1Figure 5: A frame from the impact in mS 5 (top) showing in,A vidua! clumps of ejecta

(bright spots against the grid background). The bottom frame shows a superposition of



thetrajectoriesof individual particlesandclumpsof particlesejectedin the impact in IBS

5, with the targetsurfaceandpost-impactprojectileposition indicated.
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Figure 6: Scatter plot of measured V x and Vy components of ejecta from the IBS 5

impact. Only the two particles below the line had Vx>V Y. The rest are consistent with an

ejecta cone opening angle of 45 degrees (or less, measured from the surface normal).
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Figure 7" Distribution of the X-Y components of the ejecta in IBS 5 (solid), and

distribution of velocities assuming that the ejecta launch angle is 45 degrees.
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Figure 8" The target surface and impact site (left) for IBS 4 are plotted with the

trajectories of five points along the ejecta curtain and the derived speeds for those points.



Figure9" Threeframesequenceat0.5secondintervalsfrom theimpact in IBS 6 at 28

cm/s.Theimpact wasslightly oblique(Table2) leadingto theasymmetricejecta

distribution seenhere.


